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Marketers have always had to juggle two seemingly contradictory goals: making their 

brands distinctive and making them central in their category. Central brands, such as Coca-

Cola in soft drinks and McDonald’s in fast food, are those that are most representative of 

their type. They’re the first ones to come to mind, and they serve as reference points for 

comparison. These brands shape category dynamics, including consumer preferences, 

pricing, and the pace and direction of innovation. Distinctive brands, such as Tesla in cars 

and Dos Equis in beer, stand out from the crowd and avoid direct competition with widely 

popular central brands. 

Striking the right balance between centrality and distinctiveness is critical, because a 

company’s choices influence not just how the brand will be perceived, but how much of it 

will be sold and at what price—and, ultimately, how profitable it will be. And yet, marketers 

have lacked the tools needed to get this balance right. Traditionally, companies have 

analyzed brand positioning and business performance separately: To locate gaps in the 

market and gauge how people feel about their brands, marketers have used perceptual 

positioning maps, which typically represent consumers’ perceptions of brands or products 

on opposing dimensions, such as budget versus premium or spicy versus mild. To assess 

performance, they have used a different set of strategic tools that map or measure brands 

on yardsticks such as market share, growth rate, and profitability. 

Commented [DC1]: ‘Seeming’ is incorrect; ‘seemingly’ 
(which means ‘seems like’) is the desired term. 

Commented [DC2]: A comma splice is incorrect.  A colon, 
in this context, presents options, and is therefore the correct 
choice.  A hyphen could also work, although a colon is better. 

Commented [DC3]: ‘Macdonald’s’ is the correct proper 
noun. 

Commented [DC4]: Listed items should be separated by a 
comma when other items are also preceded by commas. 

Commented [DC5]: Although ‘dimension’ could arguably 
make sense under other circumstances, it is, in this context, 
incorrect.  Autocorrect and editing software can sometimes 
produce errors like this, so it is essential that editors be 
aware of similar but incorrect substitutes that may replace 
the intended word. 

Commented [DC6]: ‘Acritical’ actually means ‘not critical’, 
which is incorrect.  ‘Critical’ should be the correction. 

Commented [DC7]: ‘Tools’ is correct, not the singular 
‘tool’.  ‘Tool’ could make sense if a specific tool were in 
question, but since one isn’t, it should be assumed that 
‘tools’ is correct.   

Commented [DC8]: This seems to be an error from the 
original document.  ‘To’ should either be lowercase, or the 
colon should be replaced with a full stop.     

Commented [DC9]: This is where having familiarity with 
the industry in question can be beneficial for the editor.  
Growth rate and profitability are both metrics, whereas 
‘market’ is not.  Therefore, ‘market’ should have been 
flagged and replaced with the correct ‘market share’.       
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